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1. INTRODUCTION 
Y. S. HUNG AND D. L. CHU 
The algebraic Riccati equation has played a crucial role in the develop- 
ment of H~ control theory. More recently, the algebraic Riccati inequality 
has found its way into the characterization of solutions for Ha control 
problems (e.g., see [6-8, 10]). This gives rise to a need for determining the 
solvability of algebraic Riccati inequalities. In [3-7], Scherer has systemati- 
cally considered the continuous-time algebraic Riccati inequality (CAR1) and 
obtained a new reduction principle whereby the problem of the solvability of 
the CAR1 can be reduced to that of a linear continuous-time Lyapunov 
inequality. As discrete time H0~ control theory is becoming fully developed, it
is natural to consider the problem of the solvability of the discrete-time 
algebraic Riccati inequality (DARI). 
Under the assumption that (A, B) is stabilizable and R > 0, it has been 
shown [1] that the DARI 
A*XA-A*XB(R+B*XB) - 'B*XA+Q-X>~O (1) 
has a hermitian solution X such that 
R +B*XB >0 (2) 
iff the corresponding discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) 
A*XA - A*XB(R + B*XB) - tB*XA + Q - X = 0 (3) 
has a unique hermitian solution J( such that R + B*I~B > 0 and A - B(I 
+ B*J~B)-1B*J~A has all its eigenvalues on the closed unit circle. Further- 
more, X ~ J( holds for any other hermitian solution X which satisfies (1) and 
(2). Hence the stabilizing solution )( to the DARE (3) is a maximal solution 
of the DARI (see [2, 9, 13]). In the case where the stabilizability assumption 
for (A, B) is not satisfied, knowledge about the solvability and the existence 
of solutions to the general DARI is far less complete. 
One would expeet he general solvability conditions for the CAR1 estab- 
lished in [3] to have counterparts in the discrete-time domain. The DARI is 
however more intricate than the CARI, and a direct analysis of the solvability 
of the DARI is bound to be very tedious. In the case of algebraic Riceati 
equations, one can use the bilinear transformation to carry results for the 
continuous-time domain over to the discrete-time domain. In the case of 
algebraic Riccati inequalities, we are not aware of any established connection 
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between the DARI and the CARL We note however that the bilinear 
transformation has been used in [12] to consider linear matrix inequalities. 
In this paper, we will make use of the bilinear transformation to establish 
a direct relationship between the DARI and an associated CARI. We will use 
the relationship to deduce new solvability conditions for the DARI, and then 
show how such conditions can be applied to determine the solvability of a 
discrete-time H~ control problem whose solution set is characterized by two 
DARIs. To tailor our results for applications to H~ control problems, we will 
consider in the sequel the inequalities (1) and (2) with the inequality signs 
reversed. 
The paper is organized as follows, In Section 2, the transformation 
between the discrete-time and continuous-time algebraic Riccati operators is 
defined and some necessary preliminary results are given. In Section 3, it is 
shown that under mild conditions, the DARI is solvable iff the corresponding 
CARI is solvable. The relationship between the DARI and the CARI is used 
in Section 4 to translate the solvability conditions for the CAR1 given in [3] 
into analogous conditions for the DARI. In Section 5, the solvability condition 
for the DARI is applied to a discrete-time H~ control problem. Section 6 
contains ome concluding remarks. 
The following notation will be used. C denotes the field of complex 
numbers. C °, C-,  and C ÷ denote the jw axis, the open left half plane, and 
the open right-half plane, respectively. D°, D-, and D ÷ denote the unit 
circle, the open unit disk, and the region outside the unit circle, respectively. 
The hermitian conjugate of a matrix M is denoted by M*. For an invertible 
M, we will write (M- l )  * as M-*. M > 0 (/> 0) means the M is hermitian 
and positive definite (positive semidefinite). If M - N > 0 (1> 0), we will 
write M > N (M >/N). For a square matrix M, its set of eigenvalues i
denoted or (M). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the following bilinear transformation between the discrete-time 
variable z and the continuous-time variable s: 
Z m O~ 
S ~ - . 
Z + O t  
It maps the unit circle of the z-plane into the jto axis of the s-plane. This 
relationship induces a transformation between discrete-time systems and 
continuous-time systems and between the DARE and CARE (continuous-time 
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algebraic Riccati equation) arising from (e.g. H~) problems associated with 
such systems. In this paper, we will consider the bilinear transformation asa 
direct mapping between the discrete-time and continuous-time algebraic 
Riccati operators, stated as follows. Consider the DARE 
A*XA - (A*XB + N)(R + B*XB)-I(B*XA + N*)  + Q - X = 0 (4) 
where A, B, N, R, and Q are complex matrices of dimensions n X n, 
n × m, n × m, m × m, and n × n, respectively, and R and Q are hermi- 
tian. Given the quintuple (A, B, Q, N, R) which characterizes the DARE 
(4), we define a discrete-time algebraic Riccati operator .~(A, B, Q, N, 
R): C n×n -"> C n×n which maps X ~ C "×" to the matrix 
.~( A, B, Q, N, R)( X) 
=A*XA - (A*XB +N)(R + B*XB)-I(B*XA +N*)  + Q -X .  
(5) 
Further, for -or  ~ D O \ ¢r(A), we define a transformation f the quintuple, 
(A,,, N, R) (X, a, 0, ;, a), 
by 
~f = (a  + ~I ) - ' (A  - ,~I), 
= 2(A + a I ) - *Q(A  + a I ) - ' ,  
A 7 = ( I  + otA*)- l(~/2N - Q/~), 
(6) 
1 
/~ = R ~/-~(N*/3 +/~*N) + ½/3*Q/~. 
The transformation ~'~ is well defined if -a  ~ o'(A). We will also write 
( i ,  li, ~, _~, ~) = ~'~(A, B, Q, N, R) (7) 
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Note that if R and Q are hermitian, then so are /~ and ~J. If /~ is 
nonsingular, we can associate the quintuple (A,/~, Q, A 7,/~) with a CARE: 
XA + A*X + 0 - (X/~ + N)/{- I ( /~*X + ]Q*) = 0. (8) 
Define the continuous-time algebraic Riccati operator ~(A, B, Q, N, 
/~):C -×n -o C .×n by 
= XA + A*X --~ 0 - (X/~ of- ]Q)/{-I(B*X -4- )V*). (9) 
The transformation ~q~ corresponds to a bilinear transformation of the set of 
eigenvalues of A(X) = A - B(  R + B* XB ) -  I( B* XA  + N*  ) associated with 
the DARE (4) into the set of eigenvalues of/~(X) = A -/~/~-~(/~*X + AT*) 
associated with the CARE (8), that is, if z E o'(A(X)), then s = (z  - o t ) / ( z  
+ or) ~ cr(A(X)). Thus the transformation .~  has the same system-theo- 
retic interpretation as the bilinear transformation between discrete-time and 
continuous-time systems, although we have defined the transformation ~'~ 
without reference to any explicit realization of a system. Under the condition 
1 ~ o-(A), the transformation ~ has an inverse 
: (x, O, (a, B, N, R) 
given by 
a = ,~(I - X) -~(z  + X), 
= -a )  8, 
Q = 2( I - A* ) -10(  I - A) -1, (10) 
O~* 
R = h + ~-(~*B + B'g)  + ½B*OB. 
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( A, B, (~, N, R) =ha-l( A, B, Q, N,/~). (11) 
In the above notation, the DARE (4) and the CARE (8) can be repre- 
sented as 
.~( A, B, Q, N, R)( X) = 0, (12) 
~(  A,/~, Q, AT,/~)(X) = 0. (13) 
It can be readily verified that (13) is equivalent to [2] 
(14) 
Clearly, the equivalence remains valid if the equal signs in (13) and (14) are 
replaced by the same inequality sign. The next lemma will be used to 
establish relationships between the discrete-time and continuous-time alge- 
braic Riccati equations as well as inequalities [11, 13]. 
LEMMA 1. Let -a~ D°\  cr(A), (.4, B, (~,N, ffO=~q~,~(A,B,Q, 
N, R), and 
v = ~-B . (15) 
0 aI J 
Then, for any X ~ C n × n, 
A*XA + Q - x 
B*XA + N* 
A*XB + X] = ~: , [x~ + d*x + 
R + B*XB ] [ B*X + I~* X~R_ + 2~]U. 
(16) 
Proof. The congruence relationship can be proved by substituting (15) 
and (6) into (16). • 
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COROLLARY 2. Let -a~D°\ t r (A)  and (z(,/~,Q, N , /~)=~(A,  B, 
Q, N, R). Then, for any X ~ C ~x~, 
A*XA+Q-X A*XB+N]  = [L* ]s [L  V] (17) 
B*XA + N* R + B*XB V* 
g*x  + h = i f ,  s , 
(18) 
where L, V, L, and V are related by 
[~ = ¢2L( A + aI)  -1, V = a* [V -  L( A + aI)  -1B], (19) 
L = vr2aL(I - f~)-i 
Proof. The equivalence of (17) and (18) follows directly from Lemma 1. 
The relationships (19) and (20) can be obtained as 
[£ v]. • 
Note that in Corollary 2, if V is square and invertible and - ot ~ cr(A - 
BV-1L), then V is nonsingular; and if V is invertible and 1 ~ ~r (A-  
/~7-1~), then V is nonsingular. The next result establishes a direct relation- 
ship between the DARE and the CARE that are related by (10), or 
equivalently by (6). 
THEOREM 3. Let -a  ~ D° \  or(A) and 
( A, B, Q, N, ff{ ) =~q~( A, B, Q, N, R ). (21) 
For a hermitian matrix X ~ C ~ x ~, the following two statements are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) X is a solution to the DARE 
~.~( A, B, Q, N, R)( X) = O, (22) 
and A( X ) = A - B( R + B* XB )- I( B* XA + N* ) has no eigenvalue at -a .  
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(ii) X is a solution to the CARE 
5, = o, (2a) 
and ~(X)  = X - BR- ' (B*X  + IV*) has no eigenvalue at 1. 
Moreover, i f  either (i) or (ii) holds, tl and R + B* XB have the same 
inertia. 
Proof. (i) =~ (ii): Suppose X is a solution to (22) and A(X)  has no 
eigenvalue at - a.  Let 
F x = - (R  + B*XB) - I (B*XA + N*) .  
Then it can be readily verified that (17) holds with L = -F  x, V = I, and 
S = R + B*XB. By Lemma 1, (18) holds with /, and ~7 given by 
L=- I /~Fx(A+aI ) - ' ,  V=a*[ I+Fx(A+aI ) - 'B  ]. (24) 
Since A and A(X) = A + BF x have no eigenvalue at -a ,  ~7 is nonsingular. 
From (18), 
= V*(R  + B*XB)V.  (25) 
Hence, the nonsingularity of R + B*XB implies that /~ is nonsingular. It 
then follows from (18) that X is a solution of the CARE (23). Moreover, 
making use of (10), (18), and (24), it can be verified by a direct calculation 
that 
£(x)  = [a(x)  + a/ ] - ' [a (x )  - al l .  (26) 
Since A(X) has no eigenvalue at - or, it follows that z~(X) has no eigenvalue 
at1.  
(ii) =~ (i): Let /5 x = R- I ( /3*X + N*).  Then (18) holds with L = - f ix ,  
~7 = I, and S =/~. By Lemma 1, (17) holds with L = - vr2ffx(I - ~)-1 
and V = a[ I  - ffx(I - 2~)-~/3], where V is nonsingular. The proof then 
proceeds in a way similar to that given above. 
If one of statements (i) and (ii) is true, either (25) or the (2, 2) block of 
(17) holds, which implies that/~ and R + B*XB have the same inertia. • 
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Theorem 3 shows that if X solves the DARE (22) and if we transform the 
DARE into the CARE (23) by means of (21), then X is also a solution to the 
CARE, and vice versa. In the next section, we will make use of Lemma 1 and 
Theorem 3 to extend the relationship between the algebraic Riccati equations 
to the case of inequalities. 
3. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DARI AND CAR1 
In this section, we will establish the relationship between the DARI and 
the CAR1 that are related by (7). We will consider both the nonstrict and the 
strict case of the inequality 
.~(A ,B ,Q,N ,R) (X)  ~0 (<0) .  (27) 
Clearly, (27) holds iff there exists P ~< 0 (< 0) such that 
-~(A,  B,Q - P, N, R) (X)  = O. (2s) 
The next two results (Theorem 4 for the strict inequality and Theorem 5 for 
the nonstrict inequality) show that if we transform the DARI into a CARI by 
means of (7), then the DARI has a solution X iff the associated CARI is 
solvable by the same X. 
THEOREM 4. Let -a~D°\ ( r (A)  and (2{, B, Q, 1v,/~)=/3,~(A, B, 
Q, N, R). For any hermitian matrix X ~ C n ×,,, the following two statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) R + B* XB < O, and X satisfies the DARI 
~2~( A, B, Q, N, R)( X) <0.  
(ii) /~ < 0, and X satisfies the CARl 
(29) 
~(~{,B ,Q,N ,  t l ) (X) <0.  (30) 
Proof. We first note that the two inequalities in condition (i) can be 
written equivalently in the form of a linear matrix inequality 
A*XA + Q-  X A*XB + N] 
B*XA + N* R + B*XB ] < 0. (31) 
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By I~mma 1, (31) is equivalent to 
[  +Dx+0 <0, ti 
which is equivalent to the two inequalities given in condition (ii). 
(32) 
The next theorem is the nonstrict version of Theorem 4. In the case of the 
nonstrict DARI [respectively CAR1], an additional condition on the eigen- 
values of A(X) [respectively ~(X)] is required to ensure that ~'~ [respec- 
tively ~,-1] transforms the DARI [respectively CAR1] into a well-defined 
CARI [respectively DARI]. 
THEOREM 5. Let -a  ~ D° \  ~r(A), (3~,/~,Q, AT,/~) =,.~,~(A, B, Q, 
N, R), and X ~ C "×n be hermitian. 
(i) Suppose A(X)  = A - B(R + B*XB) - I (B*XA + N*)  has no eigen- 
value at -a .  Then 
R+B*XB<O and .~(A ,B ,Q,N ,R) (X)  <~0 (33) 
imply 
<0 and ~<0. (34) 
(ii) Suppose ~(X)  = d - BR- I (B*X  + N*)  has no eigenvalue at 1. 
Then, (34) =~ (33). 
Proof. (i): By the condition (33), there exists a hennitian matrix P ~< 0 
such that 
-~( A, B, Q - P, N, R)(  X)  = O. 
Let (A,/~, (~e, ATe,/~e) = 5~'~(a, B, Q - P, N, R). Note that 
= h - (35) 
By Theorem 3,/~ e has the same inertia "as R + B* XB. Since R + B* XB < O, 
we have that R e < 0. It follows from (35) that /~ < 0. Now, noting that the 
equivalence of (31) and (32) remains valid if the strict inequalities are 
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replaced by nonstrict inequalities, it follows that the nonstrict DARI given in 
(33) implies the nonstrict CAR1 given in (34), which completes part (i) of the 
proof. 
Part (ii) of the theorem can be proved by an argqlment similar to that for 
(i). • 
4. SOLVABILITY CONDITIONS FOR THE DARI 
Given the pair (A, B), it is well known that a similarity transformation T 
can be found to transform the pair into a form which displays the uncontrol- 
lable modes on the unit circle and inside the unit circle, i.e., 
L'AI° A12 A131 [B I] 
T- lAW = I 0 A22 0 , T -1B  : , (36) 
0 A33 
where the uncontrollable modes (if any) of (An, B u) lie outside the unit 
circle, and A22 and A33 have eigenvalues only on the unit circle and inside 
the unit circle, respectively. We partition the transformed versions of Q, N, 
and X conformal with (36) as 
[Qll Q12 Q13 q 
L~t~ Q~ ~3~_1 
I ~*x~=/x~ x~ x~ / 
LX~ x~, x~ 3 
T*N = 
Nu ] 
N21 | ,  
N31J 
(37) 
For any X, let 
A(X) = A - B (R  + B*XB) - I (B*XA + N*) .  
Then, the transformed version of A(X) has a structure given by 
T-la(X)T = I a l l (Xl l )  
* *1 
A~ 0 
0 Aaa 
(3s) 
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, -1 , All(Xll ) = A n - BH(R + BIIXIlBll ) ( BnXnAll + N*I). (39) 
Further, let 
Gn GI~ G13] 
G(X) =T*[~(A ,B ,Q ,N ,R) (X) ]T= [G* 2 G22 G231, (40) 
where the partitioning is conformal with that given in (36). A direct calcula- 
tion shows that the upper left 2 × 2 subblocks of G(X) can be written as 
Gll (x )  =.~(Al l  , BI1 , Pll ,  NIl, a ) (x ) ,  
G12 (X)  = A:~I ( Xll ) X12 A22 
+ [A*,( Xll ) XnA12 - ( ATIX1,B n + NH) 
X(R + B~1XHBll)-'Nz, + Q12] - X12, 
(41) 
Gzz (X) = A~2 X22 A22 - X22 
+[A~2 X11A12 + A'~zX~2 A12 + A*2 X12 A22 + Pz2 
+ ( a~2 Xl, + A'22 X* 2 + N21) Bn( Fi + Btl X,1 B n) -1 Bt 1 
X( X,,A,2 + X,~A22 + N~I)]. 
In order to derive the reduction principle for the DARI, we will first consider 
the subsystem 
A12] [ BH ] (42) 
A~ ' BI = 0 ' 
Xll Xlz ] 
x, = I x2 ]" (43) 
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Note that An(X11) and the upper left 2 X 2 subblock of G(X) are com- 
pletely defined by the matrices given in (42) and (43). Therefore, we can 
regard Gn, G12, and G22 as functions of X1 and write Gn(X)  as Gn(XI), 
etc. We will denote the upper 2 x 2 subblock of (38) by AI(X1), i.e., 
Clearly, 
AI(XI) ~-~- [ all(OXll) Az2 * ] 
= A, -- B,(R + BtXIB1)- I (B*X1 A, + N~). (44) 
o'(A,(X,)) = o'(A11(X11)) U o'(A22 ). (45) 
The next lemma provides a necessary condition for the solvability of the 
upper left 2 × 2 subblock of the DARI. The lemma is stated for the case of 
the nonstrict inequality, with respective modifications for the case of the strict 
inequality indicated in brackets. 
and 
LEMMA 6. If there exists a hermitian matrix X 1 satisfying 
R + B~X,B 1 < 0 (46) 
.~( A,, B,, Q1, N1, R)(X1) ~< 0 [ < 01, (47) 
then there exists a hermitian matrix X1 >1 X1 [ X1 > X1] with a partitioning 
 121 Gj 
satisfying 
R + B~XnB11 < O, 
G~,( £~) =~( AH, BH, P , .  mx, RX £H) = O, 
C12(-~l) = 0, 
C~(~(~) < 0 [< 0], 
or(All(Xll)) __. D+t-- J D O [G D+]. 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
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A proof of Lemma 6 is given in the Appendix. We note that in the lemma, 
Xn is the antistabilizing solution to the DARE (49) for the subsystem 
( An, Bu), and can be solved via a generalized eigenvalue problem associated 
with the matrix pencil [14] 
All - -  zI 0 Bn 1 
Wu(z)  = l -Qu  I-zATlzB~I RO . (52) 
We are now in a position to derive a new reduction principle for the 
DARI which is the discrete version of the reduction principle for the CARI 
given in [3]. The reduction principle described in the next theorem gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the general DARI. 
The proof of the theorem relies on transforming the DARI to a CARI and 
then invoking the result of [3]. Note however that the result is a general 
version of the discrete counterpart of Seherer's result given in [3], and is 
independent of any restrictive assumptions that have to be made when 
characterizing the DARI in terms of a CARI. 
THEOREM 7 (Reduction principle for DARI). The DARI 
~(A ,B ,Q,N ,R) (X)  <~0 [<0]  (53) 
has a (positive semidefinite, or positive definite) hervnitian solution X such 
that R + B*XB < 0 iff there exists a (positive semidefinite, or positive 
definite) hermitian matrix 
1 
such that (48)-(51) hold. Moreover, if one of the above equivalent conditions 
holds, then X u (defined in (37)) satisfies 
x .  
A proof of Theorem 7 can be found in the Appendix. We remark that in 
Theorem 7, X has the additional property of being positive definite or 
positive semidefinite iff -~1 has the same property, and this is independent of
whether the strict or the nonstrict inequality is being considered. The next 
result relates the solvability of the DARI with an associated CAR1. 
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COROLLAaY 8. Let - -a  ~ DO\  [o-(A) t.J cr(Wll(Z))], where Wll(z) is 
giver, by (52), and let 
(A, B,Q, N, tl) = ~',(  A, B, Q, N, R). 
Then there exists a (positive semidefinite, or positive definite) hermitian X 
satisfying 
R+B*XB<O and _~(A ,B ,Q,N ,R) (X)  <~0 [<0]  (54) 
iff ffl < 0 and there exists a (positive semidefinite, or positive definite) 
hermitian solution X (not necessarily the same X as in (54)) satisfying 
a,0, a)(x) .< 0 t<o]. (55) 
A proof of Corollary 8 is given in the Appendix. The corollary enables the 
problem of the solvability of the DARI (54) to be considered by a transforma- 
tion into an auxiliary CARI which can then be studied using existing results 
for the CARI. However, Theorem 7 allows us to take a more direct approach 
to the problem of the solvability of the DARI. By Theorem 7, the solvability 
of the DARI (53) can be reduced to that of the DARE (49) for the subsystem 
(A l l  , B l l )  , the linear matrix equation (50), and the discrete-time Lyapunov 
inequality (51). It is well known how to determine the solvability of the 
DARE (49) (with uncontrollable modes, if any, outside the unit circle only) 
and the linear matrix equation (50). Necessary and sufficient conditions 
together with a numerical procedure for solving the DARE without restrictive 
assumptions can be found in [15]. In the following, we will briefly discuss how 
to determine the solvability of the discrete-time Lyapunov inequality (51) 
involving an A n which has eigenvalues on the unit circle only. 
Consider the discrete-time Lyapunov inequality (DLI) 
M*YM + H - Y ~< 0 [ < 0] (56) 
where H is hermitian and M has eigenvalues on the unit circle only. 
Regarding the Lyapunov inequality as a special case of the algebraic Riceati 
inequality, we can make use of the transformations (6) and (10) to transform 
(56) into a continuous-time Lyapunov inequality and vice versa. For any 
- a ~ D O \ (r(M), we may put 
i) H,O, I). (57) 
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If M has eigenvalues on the unit circle only, then clearly M has eigenvalues 
on the jc0 axis only. A direct application of Lemma 1 gives 
LEMMA 9. Let ( lVl, IYl ) and ( M, H) be related by (56). Then, for any Y, 
M*YM + H-  Y= ½(M* + a*I)(YffI + JVI*Y + I~)(M + aI) .  (58) 
It follows from Lemma 9 that the discrete-time Lyapunov inequality (56) 
is equivalent to the continuous-time Lyapunov inequality 
+ + g o [< o]. (59) 
As the continuous-time Lyapunov inequality has been considered in [3-5] 
with established results, we will use the equivalence of (56) and (59) to carry 
the results for the continuous-time Lyapunov inequality over to the discrete- 
time case. The following lemma is a translation of Theorem 4 in [6] for the 
strict continuous-time Lyapunov inequality to the case of the strict discrete- 
time Lyapunov inequality. 
LEMMA 10. 
only. Then: 
(i) The DLI 
Suppose the matrix M has eigenvalues on the unit circle 
M*YM + H-  Y < O (60) 
has a hermitian solution Y iff for any eigenvector y of M, the quadratic form 
y*Hy <0.  
(ii) If the DLI (60) has a hermitian solution Y, the solution can be chosen 
arbitrarily large, i.e., for any herrnitian Y, there exists a solution Y to the 
(60) satisfying Y > Y. 
It we apply Lemma 10(i) to the case of the strict DARI given in Theorem 
7, then the condition (51) can be written as an algebraic test, namely, that 
y*[A12XlAzz* " + A~2X~2Az~ + A~2fCl2Az2 + Q22 + (A~2Xll + A22X12)* "* 
- -1  , 
Xnl l (a --1- n~lX l ln l l )  BlX(_~IlA12 --t- X12A22)]y d 0 
should hold for any eigenvector y of A22. Furthermore, an application of 
Lemma 10(ii) to the strict DARI given in Theorem 7 yields the following 
corollary. 
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COROLLARY 11. In the notation of Theorem 7, if the strict DARI given in 
(53) has a solution X such that R + B*XB < O, then: 
(i) X can be chosen positive definite iff Xll > O. 
(ii) For any X > O, 
X- l> T diag{X~', 0, 0}T* (61) 
Moreover, there exist a sequence of solutions X(j), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  satisfying 
the strict DARI (53) and R + B*X(j)B < 0 such that 
X ( j ) - I  ~ T diag{)~-l', 0 0} T* (62) 
A proof of Corollary 11 can be found in the Appendix. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
Algebraic Riccafi inequalities play an important role in characterizing the 
solutions to Ha control problems. In this section, we will show how the 
solvability conditions derived in Section 4 can be applied to a discrete-time 
H~ control problem. 
Consider a partitioned iscrete-time system with state-space equations 
x(k 4- 1) --- Ax(k )  4- Blw(k ) 4- B2u(k ), 
q(k) = Clx(k ) 4- Dleu(k ), (63) 
y(k) = C~x(k) 4- D21w(k ), 
where (A, B2, C ~) is stabilizable and detectable. We will also make the 
following simplifying assumptions: 
Dr[D12 C,] = [I  0], D2, [D~, BIT] = [I  0]. 
Let 
p(z) = [ Pll(z) P12(z)] 
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be the transfer function corresponding to the system given by (63). The 
discrete-time H~ suboptimal control problem is to find a stabilizing controller 
K(z) such that 
II~e, K)L < ~, (64) 
where ~ P, K) denotes the linear functional transformation f P and K. The 
following result from [10] characterizes the solvability of the discrete-time H~ 
control problem in terms of two DARIs. 
LEMMA 12. There exists a proper eal-rational stabilizing controller K( z ) 
with realization 
K( z) = D K + CK( zI - AK)-I BK 
satisfying (64) if and only if there exists a pair of symmetric matrices (V, V ) 
such that 
-T I  + C1UCT < 0, --TI + B[VB1 < 0, 
AVA T - AVC~(- r I  + C lVC~)- 'CyA ~ 
1 
+ - i (B ,Br  - r2B2B~)  - V < O, 
(65) 
ATVA- ATVBI(-T I + BTVBx) -1B~VA 
1 
+ ~(c~c~ - ~c~c2)  - v < o, 
U > 0, V < 0, max{o'(U-1V-1)} ~< 1. 
We need to define two similarity transformations before stating an 
algebraic test for the existence of (U, V). Let T b and T c be nonsingular 
matrices uch that 
[ A~I A~2 A~3 1
T blATb= [ ~ A~O A~O , T;1BI = 
L OlAf1 A~2 A~3 ] 
o , 
o A% 
and 
B n o] 
Cn]  
°o]' 
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where the uncontrollable modes (if any) of (Abn, B n) and (A~I, Cll ) lie 
outside the unit circle, A~ and A,~2 have eigenvalues on the unit circle only, 
and A~aa nd A~a have eigenvalues inside the unit circle only. Partition the 
following matrices conformally with the above partitionings as 
--T[(C~C, - ~,~C;C~)T~ = ,y 
Q~I Q~2 Q~31 
( ~ )~ ~ ~1' 
(¢13) 
Vi i  V12 V ia  ] 
T~VT,,= Iv  T V22 V2a ;] 
Eva v~ v~ 
1 
--TT( BrB1 - ,y2BTB2)T ~= 
31 
Q~I Q~2 Q~z ] 
(Q~z) T Q~2 Q~a [, 
(P~z) r (Q~a) r Q~sJ 
Un U12 
v~ v~ 
 13] 
U2a . 
¼3 
The next result shows how we can make use of Corollary 11 and Immma 
12 to transform the conditions given in (65) into a computable form which 
can be readily verified. 
THEOREM 13. The inequalities given in (65) hold if and only if there 
exist real matrices 3 n > 0, V n > 0 and UI2, "~12 such that 
- -  "}/I -[- c1T1011Cl l  ( 0 ,  
c T " c 
A l l )  U l l  A l l  
- (AC l l )T{ J I lC I1  ( -~/ I  -[- cT I~f l lC l l ) - I cT IO l lAC l l  "}- ~)~1 - -  ~-~11 = 0,  
~r(A6H) C D ÷, 
c T " -1  T ~ c where AO~  = All - CH(-3' I  + CllUllC n) CllUll A n, 
* c T ~ c T "T  Yc {[(Ale) Ull + (A22) Ule] 
T " -1  T " c ~ c 
X C l l  ( - "}/I -q- Cl lU l lC l l )  Cl1(Ull A12 + Ule Az2) 
+Qez+(c A12)c T ~UnA> + (A2e)c T'TuI,2A1 + (A~z)T~lzAze}ycC < 0 
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for any eigenvector Yc of A~2; 
- 3'1 + B~IQnB n < O, 
(Abl)T r~ll Abl 
_(Abl)T~nBu(_3"I + BTIQu -1 r " b _ BH) BuVuAn + Q~I Vu = O, 
cr(A G)  c D +, 
where Aqu = A~I - -  BH( -T I  + BTIVllBll )-IRTI'~ •b u11--11"~11, 
" T " b A~.V12 A~2 + (A~uVu A12 + Q~2) - ~7,z = 0, 
y~ {[( Abl2)T V~la -b ( Ab22)T ~ T J 
× Bn( -  3"I + BT1VnBll)-IBTI(vu A~2 + r~12 A~2) 
b T ~ b b T ~T b T ~ b +Qb + (A12) V11A12 + (A22) V,2A~2 + (A12) V12A22}y b < 0 
for any eigenvector Yb °f A~2; and 
max cr T{[  0 00 0/0/n~ / °t0 00 T c <1.  
Theorem 13 leads to a direct characterization of suboptimal solutions for 
the discrete-time H= control problem (64). This can be regarded as the 
discrete-time counterpart of the result presented in [6]. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have established a direct relationship between the DARI 
and CAR1 which allows us to transform a DARI into a CAR1 or vice versa 
while keeping the solution to the inequalities invariant. By means of the 
relationship, a new reduction principle for the DARI is derived which 
parallels the one given in [3] for the CAR1. As a result, the problem of the 
solvability of the quadratic DARI is reduced to that of a DARE, a linear 
matrix equation, and a linear discrete-time Lyapunov inequality, all of which 
have known solutions. It is also shown that a DARI is solvable iff an 
associated CAR1 is solvable. Therefore, two methods are provided for deter- 
mining the solvability of the DARI. An application of these results to the 
discrete-time Ha control problem is given. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let X~ be a hermitian matrix satisfying (46) and 
(47). Although Xn is yet to be determined, we note here that for any Xu 
satisfying the DARE (49), it is well established (e.g., see [11]) that the 
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eigenvalues of AH()(H) satisfy 
o'(All(Xll)) c o-(Wll(Z)) , 
where o'(Wn(z))denotes the generalized eigenvalues of the matrix pencil 
given in (52). Hence, we can choose -ex ~ D° \ [or(A1)U o-(AI(XI))U 
o'(Wn(z))] such that both A~(X 1) and An(/l~ n) have no eigenvalue at -or. 
For such an or, define 
( 2~i, /~l, QI, NI, /~i) =~c~(AI, BI, QI, N1, R). (66) 
Then, Theorem 5 [Theorem 4] yields that /tl < 0 and 
(67) 
Equation (67) is equivalent to 
~(-R1 +//,/i;1~77 " " -1/2 ,BI(-R1) ,-Pl + Nli~i-INII',O,I)(XI) t>0 
[ > o]. (68) 
Note that after the above transformations,/[1 -/31/~i- l AT, and/31( -/~ 1)- 1/z 
still retain the structures given in (42), so that we may write 
Z~l- nli~llNl~  [~1A~ 12 ] BI(- i~ l ) [~01 a22J' -1/2= ]. (69) 
Since by construction all the uncontrollable modes (if any) of (A n, Bll) lie 
outside the unit circle and Az~ has eigenvalues only on the unit circle, the 
uncontrollable modes (if any) of ( 2[11,/3n) wi,ll lie in the open right complex 
plane, i.e., ( -A l l , /3n)  is stabilizable, and A22 (or equivalently -A22) has 
eigenvalues on the jar-axis only. Making use of Theorem 2 in [3], we deduce 
that there exists a hermitian matrix X 1 >/X 1 IX1 > X1] with partitioning 
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satisfying 
~(--£1 "iF /~I/~ll]Q~, /~1(-R1)-1/2, -p l  -q- NIRllN~,0, ,)(Xx) 
such that 
and 
- i~>o [>o] 
,~(-~,.(~.))~_c-uco [~ c-l, 
where /~u()(u) is the (1, 1) subblock of 
£1(X1) ~ A1- /~1/~11(/~X1 "t- NI$) = [£11(:11) 
It follows that 
Obviously, (70)-(72) are equivalent to 
[~ °1 ~(£1' /~I'QI'NI' nl)= /~22 =/~1, 
Y. S. HUNG AND D. L. CHU 
_o2 1  70, 
A22 
el ~ 0, P22 ~ 0 [< 01, 
~(~1,(~,1)) ~ c+u c0 t~ c+]. 
From (66), in view of the structures of/~1 and 151, we have that 
,~a-l(z~l, n l ,P l -  el, N1, al) = ( A1, BI, Q1- el, N1, R) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
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for some 
0] t<0  P1 = P~2 
Since A~ has no eigenvalue at -a ,  A1 has no eigenvalue at 1 either. By a 
calculation similar to that indicated in the proof of Theorem 3 [see (25)], it 
can be shown that 
~11(Xll) = [A11(X11 ) ~- o~I]-l[All()~ll)- o/I]. (75) 
Since by construction mll(~,~ll ) has no eigenvalue at - a, it follows from (75) 
that .~n()~l~) has no eigenvalue at 1. This, together with (73), implies that 
Aa(X1) has no eigenvalue at 1. Therefore, by Theorem 3 and (74), we have 
that X 1 t>X 1 [X 1 >X 1] is such that 
R +B*X IB  1 < O, [o 
-~(AI 'B I 'QI 'N I 'R) (?~I)  =P I= 0 
e22/> 0 [< 0], 
O ° 
This shows that )~l satisfies (48)-(51). 
0] 
P22 ' (76) 
Proof of Theorem 7. Necessity: Assume that the DARI (53) has a 
(positive semidefinite, or positive definite) hermitian solution X satisfying 
R +B*XB <0.  
Let X 1 be the upper left 2 × 2 subblock of X. It is obvious that X 1 is a 
(positive semidefinite, or positive definite) hermitian solution of the DARI 
(47) satisfying R + B*X1B 1 < 0. Hence, the necessity part of the theorem 
follows directly from Lemma 6. 
Sufficiency: In this part of the proof, we will use the notation already 
introduced in the proof of Lemma 6 as well as that defined in Section 4. 
Assume that (48)-(51) hold. Then, there exists a (positive semidefinite, or 
positive definite) hermitian matrix 21 satisfying (76). Let -~  ~ D° \  
[o-(A) t3 o-(A1()~1))], and define (A1, B1, QI - /~1, N1, a i )  = 
~',,(A~, B1, Qa-  P~, N1, R). Theorem 3 yields that (74) holds true with 
R 1 < 0 and that AI(X 1) has no eigenvalue at 1. 
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Now, define (3~,/~, Q,/V,/~) = ~(  A, B, Q, N, R). Note that (A,/3) re- 
tains the structure given in (36), and because of the structure of/~ and P1, 
we have 
1 
/~ = R 1/~(N*]~ + /~*N) + ½/3"Q/3 
----- n -- - ~(N* /3 ,  +/~tN, )  + ½/~t(Q, - P1)/~I =/ t l  < 0. 
In view of the structure of (2~,/3), we can partition the following matrices 
conformally with the partitioning of (36) and write 
X - ~- '~*  = 
£11 z~12 ~3 ] 
0 z~22 
0 0 . /~j  
I S "  ] 
Clearly, (--Z~ll L/~11 ) is stabilizable in the continuous-time s nse, o'(-A22) c 
C °, and o'(-A33) c C +. We also partition Q - N/t-12V* as 
- ~h- l~ .  = 
Qll Q12 0131 
9 
P*3 Q.~3 Q33J 
The upper left 2 × 2 subblock of the above matrices, i.e., 
z~ l _ /~1/~1~1 ~ = 1 AI2 BI(-/~I) -1/2= 1 
z~22 ' 
Q1 -- N1RI1N~ = [~11 Q'121, 
i~ '~J 
satisfy (70)-(72) and hence also the conditions of Theorem 1 in [3], based on 
which we deduce that there exists a (positive semidefinite, or positive 
definite) hermitian X such that 
=.-I/2 I~, 0 ~(-~ + ~-~* ,  ~( -~)  ,~  - ~-  , , 1 ) (x )  = -~ ~ o 
[ > 0l, (77) 
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or equivalently, 
~( f~, B, Q, N, R)( X) =/;~<0 [<0] .  
Moreover, both z{ and A(X) = A -/~/~-l(/~*X + A 7.) have no eigenvalue 
at 1. Hence, Theorem 5 [Theorem 4] gives that 
R+B*XB<O and ~(A,B ,Q,N,R) (X)  <~0 [<0]  
This proves the sufficiency part of the theorem. 
Proof of Corollary 8. Necessity: From Theorem 7, if the DARI (54) has 
a (positive semidefinite, or positive definite) hermitian solution, then there 
exists X 1 satisfying the conditions (48)-(51). Hence, the argument given in 
the sufficiency part of the proof of Theorem 7 gives that R < 0 and there 
exists a (positive semidefinite, or positive definite) hermitian X such that 
(77), or equivalently (55), holds true. 
Sufficiency: This follows directly from Theorem 2 in [3] and our proof of 
the sufficiency part of Theorem 7. • 
Proof of Corollary 11. 
(i) Suppose the strict DARI (53) has a solution X such that R + B*XB 
< 0. By Theorem 7, 
I ll 1 X> 0 iff J(, IX*2  J(22J > 0. 
Note that J(2z is a solution to the DLI (51). Since, by Lemma 10(ii), X2.2 can 
be chosen arbitrarily large, we have that X 1 > 0 iff Xll > 0. 
(ii) Since T*XT > 0, it follows from (37) that 
Xll I 0 i ]  
( r *x r )  > [ o o • (78) 
We also have from Lemma 6 that Xll < J(ll, which together with (78) 
implies (61). 
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It remains to show that if the strict DARI  (53) admits a solution satisfying 
R + B*XB < 0, then it admits a sequence of solutions X(j), j = 
1, 2 . . . . .  approaching the limit (62). For this purpose, we will invoke the 
continuous-time version of this result given in [6]. Note that in the proof of 
Theorem 7, (74) holds in the strict case and/~1 < 0 for some ol such that A 1 
and AI(X 1) have no eigenvalue at -a .  Making use of Theorem 7 in [6], 
there exist X(j), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  satisfying the strict inequality in (77) such that 
(62) holds. Using the same argument following (77) in our proof of Theorem 
7, it is clear that the sequence X(j), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  satisfies the strict DARI 
(53) and R + B*X(j)B < O. • 
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